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One might refer to the discipline of architecture as functional, rational and grounded but my photographic practice is fundamentally concerned with challenging these conventional conceptions of architecture and the built environment.

For the Surrealist poet Louis Aragon, buildings were ‘thresholds to a kingdom of the marvellous’ and my works aim to present the house as more than a ‘machine for living’ as identified by the modernist Le Corbusier. My work unfolds in urban places and buildings but it is not architectural photography but instead; rather it uncovers unexpected narratives and traces of history embedded in the places.

My photographic practise approaches the representation of the domestic interior by engaging with the space as a location for transition and transformation. The images of the individual series’ “Caster” and “Hewitt’s Heap” use my own house in London, which (when moving in) appeared to be inhabited, if not by the former occupants in their physical form, but by their ghosts. All the works regard the house building as a stage: a theatre of the domestic that represents the house as a mysterious space embodying strangely animated furniture, convulsive forms and unruly guests. My series’I use the carpets and the furniture, thereby suggesting that the representation of the domestic interior environment is deriving from a psychological investment. It is the psychological move towards the affective, whereby internal experiences clash with the external world that my images explore.


The series “Caster” (2010-2011) elaborates on the common vocabulary of interior design. The series uses the carpet to create sculptural forms, transforming the carpet as an everyday domestic object into a piece of ‘mental’ furniture. The carpet becomes biomorphic: exploding, concealing, embodying, imploding upon itself or becoming an insect cocoon, making the house appear to be a sentient and pulsating being. By reconfiguring and ‘reinventing’ the familiar object of domestic life such as the carpet the series work looks beyond design and function. The workIt uses the carpet as a metaphor for the indexicality of presence - essentially the presence of absence. Taking the carpet, as both found object, and the object of interrogation, it retains the traces of human existence: it is an object we tread history into it, bearing our presence within its fibres or inscribinged into its reverse. “Caster” uses the carpet to create sculptural forms, transforming the carpet as an everyday domestic object into a piece of ‘mental’ furniture. The carpet becomes biomorphic: exploding, concealing, embodying, imploding upon itself or becoming insect cocoon, making the house appear to be a sentient and pulsating being. 

					




The photographic body of work “Hewitt’s Heap” (2012-2013) uses the furniture left behind by the former occupant of my house, championing them as assisted ready-mades. Chairs, wardrobes and cabinets become transformed and abstracted by the application of acidic chemicals onto the surface of the photographic negative in an attempt to discover the domestic space anew. The series allows the chemical process to disturb the representational recordings of the objects. The chemicals literally and materially inscribe themselves into the photographic negative and respectively the image, determining the images’ imagery’s final appearance. The series presents photographic images as a space to be constantly redefined, between construction and chance, concrete visibility and open significance.  

				
All images ‘untitled’ from the series ‘Hewitt’s Heap’,( 2011-2012), C-Type Print, 102 x 127 cm.	



